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This paper presents a new orthogonal series representation a d a new ortho- 
gonal integral representation for harmonizable stochastic processes. It also 
demonstrates the importance of harmonizable stochastic processes in systems 
analysis by showing that the output of a wide class of systems i  a harmonizable 
process. 
i. INTRODUCTION 
Harmonizable stochastic processes, a generalization ofwide sense station- 
ary processes, have been investigated in connection with a variety of subjects. 
Properties related to their integral representation have been studied by 
Lohve (1963) and Rosanov (1959), their special role in the multiplicity 
theory of purely nondeterministic stochastic processes has been demonstrated 
by Cram6r (1964), and sampling theorems have been derived by Piranashvili 
(1967) and Rao (1967). 
This paper makes two contributions related to the class of harmonizable 
stochastic processes. First it is proved under some general conditions that the 
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output of a linear system is a harmonizable stochastic process; the system 
may be randomly time-varying and the input process need not be stationary 
nor even harmonizable. Thus harmonizable processes are the most general 
processes that need be considered in the analysis of a wide class of linear 
systems. In such analyses as well as in many other problems in communica- 
tions and controls, series representation f stochastic processes has been used 
as a powerful tool. The second contribution of this paper is a series represen- 
tation for harmonizable stochastic processes. A constructive procedure for 
obtaining the series representation is given. This representation is valid over 
the entire real line, while the well-known Karhunen-Lo~ve s ries representa- 
tion is valid only on compact intervals. An orthogonal integral representation 
for harmonizable stochastic processes i also derived in this paper. 
2. NOTATION 
Some definitions and basic properties are briefly mentioned here. For a 
more detailed discussion the reader is referred to Karhunen (1947), Cram+r 
(1951), Rosanov (1959), Parzen (1967), and Masani (1968). 
Consider a probability space (~2, d//, P) and the Hilbert space L2(/2 , dr', P) 
of all complex valued random variables with finite mean square value. A 
random measure X on a class of subsets dV" of a set E is a countably additive 
X function on JV" to L2(g2, ~ ,  P), i.e., X(S, o~) = ~n=l (Sn, w) in the mean 
square sense whenever the disjoint sets Sn, n = 1, 2,..., are in dU and 
S = U~=l Sn 6 W. To each X on JU there corresponds a complex measure 
rx defined on dU x df/" by rx(S 1 X 32) = ~[X(S1, oJ) X*(S2, oJ)], where 
C is the expectation operator and the star denotes complex conjugate, r x is 
nonnegative definite on JV" X JV'. X is orthogonal if and only if 
rx(Sl x $2) = 0, whenever $1 and S 2 are disjoint. To each orthogonal X
on JV" there corresponds a nonnegative measure Qx defined on .An by 
Qx(S) ~ d]X(S ,  w)] 2. Usually X is initially defined on a semiring of 
subsets dV'. I f  rx is of bounded variation over dr" X df/" then X can be extended 
to the restricted a-ring G o ={S~cr(~4/') =~;  ]r x l (S  X S)<~ ~}. We 
then say that X is a random measure on (E, ~). 
Let L~(X) = a{X(S, ¢o); S ~ 9~0} denote the span of X in L2(~2, Jr', P) and 
let A2(rx) be the set of all complex valued, G-measurable functions f on E 
such that fExEf(t)f*(s)rx(dt, ds) is finite. Then, upon considering two 
functions f and g in A2(rx) as identical if and only if 
Jfexe [f(t) - -  g(t)] [f*(s) - -  g*(s)]rx(dt, ds) = O, 
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A2(rx) becomes a Hilbert space with inner product 
(f, g)A2(*x) = f z× f(t)g*(s)rx(at, ds) 
and A2(rx) = or{Is(t); S ~ ~o), where I is the indicator function. L~(X) and 
A2(rx) are isomorphic with corresponding elements X(S, ~o) and Is(t), 
S ~ go ,  and integration of functions in A2(rx) with respect to X is defined 
by ~(o9) = fEf(t)  X(dt, o9), where s e andf  are corresponding elements under 
the isomorphism. 
3. REPRESENTATION OF HARMONIZABLE STOCHASTIC PROCESSES 
Harmonizable stochastic processes have been introduced by Lo~ve (1963) 
as a first step generalization of wide sense stationary mean square continuous 
stochastic processes. A second-order stochastic process {x( t, co), t e R 1, oJ ~ ~2} 
is harmonizable if and only if it has the integral representation 
co  
~(t, o~) = f ~-~x(d~, ~o) 
- -oo  
for all t ~ R 1, (1) 
where X is a random measure defined for all Borel sets ~1 of the real line R 1. 
It  is shown by Lo i re  (1963) and Cram~r (1951) that a second-order 
stochastic process x(t, co) is harmonizable if and only if its autocorrelation 
function Rxx(t, s) has the integral representation 
R~.(t, s) = ; f  e i"~-*~) rx(du, dr) for all t, s e R 1, (2) 
- - co  
where r x is a measure of bounded variation on the whole plane R 2 and non- 
negative definite on ~1 × ~.~1. rx can be regarded as the two-dimensional 
spectral measure of the harmonizable process x(t, ¢o), with two-dimensional 
spectral distribution p~(u, v) = rx((--oc, u] × (--oo, v]). 
It is clear that a mean square continuous wide sense stationary stochastic 
process is harmonizable, with X an orthogonal random measure and r x a 
nonnegative measure concentrated on the diagonal of the plane. 
The functions {e itu, t ~ R 1} span the whole A2(rx) space and this implies 
that L~(x)= L2(X), where L~(x)= a{x(t, co), t~ R 1} denotes the span of 
x in L~(~2, ~,  P). 
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Orthogonal Series Representation of a Harmonizable Stochastic Process 
An orthogonal series representation for harmonizable stochastic processes 
is provided by the following: 
THEOREM 1. 
uniformly mean square continuous and has an orthogonal series expansion 
A harmonizable stochastic pro ess {x(t, ¢o), t E R 1, co e g2} is 
(3) 
oo 
an(t) = ff e"m*(~)rx(du, a~), (5) 
- -oo  
and { fn(')} is an orthonormal nd complete set of functions in A2(r x). 
Proof. The autocorrelation function Rx~(t, s) of x(t, oJ) is given by (2). 
Since e i(~u-'~) is continuous in t, s uniformly in u, v and is bounded by 1, 
which is integrable with respect o rx, it follows by the bounded convergence 
theorem that R~(t, s) is uniformly continuous in t, s. Hence x(t, co) is uni- 
formly mean square continuous. 
Since x(t, w) is mean square continuous, L~(x) is separable, as shown by 
Parzen (1967) in Theorem 2C. HeneeL~(X) = L~(x) is separable and so is its 
isomorphic Space A2(rx). Let {fn(')} be an orthonormal basis in A~(rx). If for 
each n, {:n(~o) is the element of L~(x) corresponding tofn(') e A~(rx) under the 
isomorphism, then {~n(co)} is an orthonormal basis in L~(X) = Lz(x), i.e., 
oz[~:n{:~ *] = 3nm, and 
co  
~n(~o) = ( f.(u)X(d~, o~). 
d - -00  
Hence, for all t 6 R 1, we have 
x(t, w) = Z an(t)~n(~°) 
n 
in the mean square sense and 
a.(t) = g~[x(t) ~:.*]. 
x(t, ,o) = y~ a.(t)e.(,o) 
n 
in the mean square sense for all t e R 1, where 
oo 
~n(~o) ~- f fn(u)X(du, eJ), 
- -o0  
and 
#[#,#m*] = ~n,~ (4) 
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Since x(t, oJ) and e/~u, as well as ~.(to) and f.(u), are corresponding elements 
of L2(X ) and Az(rx) under the isomorphism, we obtain 
a~(t) = (ei'~,f.(u))A&x) = ;~ eit~f.*(v)rx(du, dv). 
- -oo  
Q.E.D. 
It follows from (3) and (4) that the autocorrelation function of a harmoni- 
zable stochastic process x(t, co) has a series expansion 
Rx~(t, s) = ~ a,~(t)a.*(s) for all t, s c R 1, (6) 
n 
where the an's are given by (5). 
For a l l f~  A~(rx) we have ei~f(u) ~ A2(rx) for all t ff R 1, since 
Hence 
I d*~'f(u){ <~ If(u)] ~ A2(rx). 
ao 
y(t, ~) = f e.uf(u)X(du, ~o) (7) 
- -oa  
is well-defined in L~(X) = L~(x) and is thus a linear operation on x(t, w). 
y(t, ~o) is harmonizable itself, since if a random measure Y is defined by 
Y(S, ~o) = fsf (u)  X(du, ~o) for all S ~ ~1, then Y is finite on R 1 and 
co  
y(t, ~o) = ~ ~.~ Y(d., ~) 
- -oO 
Letyn(t, w) be the linear operation on x(t, ~) defined by (7) whenf(u) =fn(u).  
Then ~n(~o)= y.(0, o J). I f  f~ has Fourier transform h~, i.e., if f~(u)= 
.r-~ h~(v) e-i"~m(dv), with hn ~ LI(R 1, ~1, m), then, as it is shown by Rosanov 
(1959), p. 278, the order of integration in (7) can be interchanged to give 
co  
yn(t, co) = f h~(v)x(t -- v, co)m(dv). (8) 
- -oo  
Hence ~(~o) may be regarded as the output at time t = 0 of a linear time 
invariant system with impulse response hn and input x(t, co). We also obtain 
from (5) 
co  
a~(t) = f hn*(r)R~(t,--'r)m(d~) (9) 
- -oo  
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It should be noted that the series representation f Theorem 1 is by no 
means unique, since for each orthonormal and complete set of functions in 
A2(rx) a distinct representation (3) is obtained by (4) and (5). However, in 
the context of a particular problem, one may be able to determine those 
representations, if any, which have some optimal properties. The significance 
of the representation is primarily in the fact that it exists and it is orthogonal, 
which enables one to use it as a model for the harmonizable process in 
problems involving mean square error criteria. 
Theorem 1 has been proven for mean square continuous, wide sense 
stationary stochastic processes by Masry et. al. (1968) and also by Campbell 
(1969). 
The orthogonal series expansion (3) has been shown in Theorem 1 to hold 
for all harmonizable stochastic processes. Some nonorthogonal series expan- 
sions have been reported in the literature for particular cases of harmonizable 
processes. It is shown by Piranashvili (1967) that if the support of X, or of 
rx,  is bounded then x(t, ~o) admits a usual periodic sampling expansion; and 
that if the support of X, or of rx,  is not bounded then x(t, oJ) can be ap- 
proximated within E in the mean square sense by a finite usual periodic 
exampling expansion, where both the number of terms and the sampling 
rate of the expansion depend on ~. Rao (1967) gave a necessary and sufficient 
condition for L~(x)= a{x(nT, oJ), n = 0, ±1,  ±2,..}, i.e., for a periodic 
sampling expansion to approximate x(t, to) arbitrarily closely in the mean 
square sense and also a sufficient condition for L~(x) ~- a{x(tn, co), n -~ O, 
~: 1, ±2,. .} where {in} is a bounded set with infinitely many distinct points, 
i.e., for a bounded nonperiodic sampling expansion to approximate x(t, oo) 
arbitrarily closely in the mean square sense. 
Orthonormal and Complete Sets in A~(r x) 
It is clear from Theorem 1 that an explicit series expansion of a har- 
monizable process can be obtained by using (4) and (5) provided an ortho- 
normal and complete set of functions in A~(rx) can be constructed. 
If  the harmonizable process x is stationary then A~(rx) is isomorphic to 
L~(R 1, ~1, Qx), where Qx is a finite nonnegative measure, and a general 
proeedure to construct an orthonormal basis in the latter space is presented 
by Masry et. al. (1968). 
Since 
A2(rx) = a{e i*u, t real} = a(e i*n, t rational}, 
an orthonormal nd complete set of functions in A~(rx) can be obtained by 
orthonormalizing the countable set of functions (e *~, t rational} using the 
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Gram--Schmidt procedure. However, this procedure solves the problem of 
finding an orthonormal basis in A~(rx) only in principle. 
The following theorem gives a complete set of functions {Fn(t)} in Ae(rx). 
By orthonormalizing the set {F~(t)} using the Gram-Schmidt procedure, an 
orthonormal and complete set {fn(t)} is obtained. 
THEOREM 2. Let t~ be any finite, nonnegative measure on (R 1, ~1), absolutely 
continuous with respect o the Lebesgue measure m with Radon-Nikodym deriva- 
tive [d~/dm](t) = h(t) ~ 0 a.e. [m], and let {¢,(t)} be any complete set of 
functions in L~(R 1, .~1, i~ ) = L2(I~). Then the set {F.(t)} given by 
oo 
F.(t)= f ¢.*(u) ei'ulz(du ) (10) 
- -oo  
is complete in A2(rx). 
Proof. Since /, is finite, ¢~L2(/z ) implies Cn eLl(k*) and hence the 
functions Fn(t ) are well-defined by (10) everywhere and 
co 
[ Fn(t)l ~ f [ ¢n*(u)[ t~(du) = li ¢. I1~(.) • 
~o0 
This implies that F~ ~ Az(rx) and 
where I rx [ denotes the total variation of rx.  
The completeness of the set {F~(t)} in A~(rx) is shown as follows. Let 
f ~ A~(rx) and (F~ ,f)A.,(~x ) = 0 for all n. Then 
where 
oo 
o = f f  
- -oo  
= f f f  +n*(t) eUuf*(v)l~(dt)rx(du'dv) 
- -oo  
co  
= f F(t)¢n*(t)l~(dt), (11) 
- - co  
F(t) = ; f  ei*~f *(v)rx(du, dv) = (eitu,f(u))Ad~x) . 
- -oo  
(12) 
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It follows by (12) that 
and 
i.e., F EL&). The completeness of the set (&(t)j in&(p) and (11) imply that 
F = 0 in LB(p), i.e., IF( h(t) = 0 a.e. [ml. Since h(t) # 0 a.e. [ml, it 
follows that F(t) = 0 a.e. [m]. But the continuity of eitU in t and the bounded 
convergence theorem imply by (12) that F(t) is continuous in t. Hence 
F(t) = 0 for all t E RI and by (12) f is orthogonal to the set (eitu, t E W}, 
which is dense in &(v~). It follows that f = 0 in Il,(rX) and hence the set 
{F,(t)) is complete in fl,(rX). Q.E.D. 
It should be pointed out that the set of functions {F,(t)} given by (lo), 
which is shown in Theorem 2 to be complete in any fl,(rX) space with rX of 
bounded variation on the entire plane, is independent of the measure rX and 
is completely determined by y and {t&(t)]. It is clear, however, that the 
orthonormal and complete set of functions {f%(t)} in /l,(r,), obtained by 
orthonormalizing the complete set (F,(t)), depends on the measure rX . 
Theorem 2 allows considerable freedom in the choice of the measure p and 
complete freedom in the choice of the complete set of functions i&(t)} in 
L2(p). As a complete set of functions in L,(p) one can choose the orthonormal 
and complete set (&(t)) given by Masry et. al. (1968): 
+Jt) = ~b exp [--$$ JT, h(u)m(dzl)), n = 0, &l, &2,-e . (13) 
Upon normalizing ,u, p(F) = 1, and using the complete set (13) in (10) we 
obtain the complete set of functions 
Fn(t) = 1” exp[i{tu - n2H(u)}]A(u)m(d4 
--m 
n = 0, Al, &2 ,...) 
1 
(14) 
zzz 
s 
exp[i{tWi(v) - n2m}]m(du) 
0 
where /r is any probability density with h(u) # 0 a.e. [ml, and 
H(u) = JU h(v)m(dv). 
-02 
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It is clear that the functions given by (10) are uniformly continuous and 
uniformly bounded for fixed n, and that the family of functions given by (14) 
is equicontinuous and uniformly bounded. 
EXAMPLES. By chosing probability densities h of particular form, we 
obtain by (14) various sets of complete functions in A~(rx). However, as it is 
illustrated by the following examples, the integral in (14) is not easily expres- 
sed in terms of the elementary and the special functions. 
1. The density of the normal distribution, h(u) (1/~/2~r--) -'-u~ e ~ , 
gives 
F.(t) = (--1) n ;r o cos tu --mr£3 e-~ m(du), 
where #(u) = (2/~/~7) J'oe-V~mCdv)" 
2. The density of the double exponential distribution, h(u) = ½e-Eul, 
gives 
co 
F,,(t) = f e -~ cos[tu -]- mre-U]m(au) 
d 0 
_-;oCO. 
3. The density of the Cauchy distribution, h(u) = (1/zr(l + u2)), gives 
oo m(du) 
F.(t) = (--1)° ~ fo cos[tu - 2. tan-i u] 1 + u~ 
= (__1) n 2 f"/2 cos[t tan v -- 2nv]m(dv). 
~0 
4. The probability density 
~-~ on (k - - l , k ) ,  k ~- -1 ,  
1 - -  3~ 
h(u) = 2(1 --,x) on (--1, +1), 
~k on (k ,k+l ) ,  k>/1 ,  
where 0 < o~ < ½, gives 
F~(t) = 2(--1)*' ~, ~kcos [(k + 1) t--mrck] sin(½t- mr~ k) 
k:=o I t  - -  nqr~k 
where ck = 1 -- (1 + ~/1 -- c~) ~.  
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5. I f  r x is supported by (a, b) × (a, b), then by using the density of the 
uniform distribution on (a, b), h(u) -~ (lib -- a) on (a, b) and zero elsewhere, 
we obtain the complete set of functions 
eib~ __  e iat  
Fn(t) = i[(b -- a)t -- n27r] 
which in the particular case where a = - -  T, b = T gives 
F~(t) = (--1) n 
Orthogonal lntegral Representation of a Harmonizable Stochastic Process 
Clearly any second order stochastic process x(t, w) having an orthogonal 
series expansion of the form (3) admits a trivial orthogonal integral represen- 
tation of the form 
co 
x(t, oJ) = f f ( t ,  u)Y(du, oJ), 
- -oo  
where the orthogonal random measure Y is concentrated on the set of in- 
tegers with Y({n}, co) = ~(oJ) andf( t ,  n) = a,(t). 
The following theorem shows that an explicit (nontrivial) orthogonal 
integral representation of a harmonizable stochastic process can always be 
obtained and that the nonnegative measure associated with the orthogonal 
random measure can be chosen arbitrarily from a wide class of measures. 
THEOREM 3. Let tz be any nonnegative measure on (R 1, ~1), finite on the 
bounded Borel sets ~ and such that L2(R 1, ~ ,  if) = LzOz ) is infinite dimensional. 
Let {~%(')} be an orthonormal and complete set of functions in L2(tz). Then every 
harmonizable stochastic process x(t, ~o) admits an orthogonal integral representa- 
tion 
x(t, ,o) = f _ J ( t ,  u)Y(d., o~). (15) 
The function f ( t, u) is given by 
f ( t ,  u) = E an(t)~%(u) (16) 
n 
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in L~(lx ) jot all t ~ R 1. The orthogonal random measure Y is defined on ~ by 
Y(S, o 0 ---- Z ~(o~) f %*(u)~(du) (17) 
n S 
in the mean square sense for all S ~ ~ and hasQy = ~. The an'S and the ~n' sare 
given in Theorem 1. 
Proof. We first show that Y is well-defined on ~ by (17) and that it is 
orthogonal. Since/~ is finite on ~, Is  ~ L~(t~) for all S e ~. Hence 
Is(u) = Z b,~(S)%(u), 
where 
b~(S) = f s %*(u)t~(du). 
It follows that 
Z fsl~.*(u)~(du) fs~,,(u)~(du) 
= ( Is l ,  Is~)L~(.) = t,(s1 n s~) < ~o for all S l ,  & e 2 (18) 
and in particular that 
2 
f~  v .* (u) . (du)  = II I s  Ill0(.) = . ( s )  < oo. (19) 
ry (S  1 X 32) =/ - t (S  1 ('~ $2) (20) 
and thus Y is orthogonal with Qy = I z. 
We next show that f(t,  u) is well-defined in L2(/~ ) by (16) for all t e R ~. 
This is clear since from (6) 
la.(t)[ 2=R~(t , t )< oo for all teR  1. 
n 
643/I7/2-6 
Hence Y is well-defined by (17) in Lz(/?, dr', P) for all S ~ M. It follows by 
(17) and (18) that 
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Hence the integral in (15) is well-defined and from (16), (17), and (3) we 
have 
:o oo 
f i(,,.).(,., z <,.(,)f 
- -oo n - -oo  
co 
= Z an( t ) Z f Tn(u)cPm*(U)lz(du)~em(e°) 
n ~ - -co  
= Z an(t)$.(e°) = x(t, oJ) 
n 
which proves (15). Q.E.D. 
The freedom in choosing the measure /z enables us to obtain various 
orthogonal integral representations (15) of particular form. If /z is chosen to 
be a finite nonnegative measure on R 1 then Y will be finite on the whole real 
line and the ~vn's can be chosen as in (13) given by Masry et. al. (1968). If/z 
is chosen to be the Lebesgue measure or the Lebesgue measure restricted to 
the half line or to an interval, then the q~n's may be chosen to be well-known 
orthonormal and complete sets of functions uch as the Tchebysheff-Hermite 
functions, the Tchebysheff-Laguerre functions, the Legendre polynomials 
or the trigonometric system. In this latter case it is clear from (20) that the 
orthogonal random measure Y has stationary values. 
A harmonizable stochastic process is shown to have the nonorthogonal 
integral representation (1), the orthogonal series expansion (3) and the ortho- 
gonal integral representation (15). The relationship between the orthogonal 
random measure Y and the random measure X is 
for all S e ~,  which can be obtained by (17) and (4). 
(21) 
4. ~/[OVING AVERAGE REPRESENTATIONS 
AND HARMONIZABLE STOCHASTIC PROCESSES 
A second-order stochastic process {x(t, co), t ~ R 1, o~ ~ g2} is said to have a 
moving average representation if and only if 
for all teR  1 (22) 
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where X is a random measure defined on the bounded Borel sets of R 1 and 
f ( t  -- -) E A~(rx) for all t e R 1. This is a generalization of the usual definition 
which assumes X to be orthogonal and Qx to be the Lebesgue measure. A
moving average representation is orthogonal if and only if X is orthogonal 
and in this casef(t --  -) eL2(Qx ) for all t e R 1. 
It is shown by Karhunen (1947) and Doob (1953) that (i) a second-order 
stochastic process which has an orthogonal moving average representation 
with Qx = m, the Lebesgue measure, and feL2(R I ,~  1, m)=L~(m) is 
mean square continuous wide sense stationary and has absolutely continuous 
spectrum; and conversely that (ii) a mean square continuous wide sense 
stationary process with absolutely continuous pectrum has a moving average 
representation with Qx = m and f~L~(m) is the Fourier transform of the 
square root of its spectral density. 
Sufficient conditions for the harmonizability of a stochastic process which 
has a moving average representation are given in the following 
THEOREM 4. I f  a second-order stochastic process x(t, w) has a moving 
average representation with rx a measure of bounded variation on the entire 
plane R 2, fEL l (m) and its Fourier transform F eL~(m), then x(t, co) is har- 
monizable. 
Proof. We have 
U(T) = ~ J | _F (e  ) e i'° P/l(+). 
SinceF ~Ll(m ) and rx is finite, by interchanging the order of integration (see 
Rosanov (1959), p. 287), we obtain from (22) 
x(t, oJ) -= ~ e i*° F(p) e -iu° X(du, w)m(dp). 
- -oo  
(23) 
Also, F eLl(m ) and rx: finite imply that for all S ~ ~1 
f sF(P) e -iuo m(dp) ~ A~(rx). 
Hence the random measure Y on (R 1, ~1) is well-defined by 
oo 
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for all S e ~ i  and by interchanging the order of integration we obtain 
Y(S, to)= ¢~ f sF(p) [f~oo e-'U° X(du, co)] m(dp), 
i.e., 
dY F(p) f~ ] (p, ,.,,) = e-' o X(du, ¢0). (24) 
-® 
Since F eLi(m) and rx is finite, the lemma which follows this proof applies, 
and (23) and (24) imply 
oo 
,o) = f e"~ Y(+, ~o). x(t~ 
- -oo  
Therefore, x(t, oJ) is harmonizable. Q.E.D. 
The property used in the last step of the proof of Theorem 4 will be proven 
now. It corresponds tothe familiar property of Radon-Nikodym derivative in 
the scalar case and is used in later sections of this paper. 
LEMMA. 
that 
then 
l f  the second-order stochastic process {y(t, to), t e R l, co e [2} is such 
f f [  Ruu(t, s)l m(dt)m(ds) < oo (25) 
Y(S, o~) -~ fs y(t, oJ)m(dt), S e Mi (26) 
defines a random measure Y on (R i, ~1) with r r of bounded variation on R ~, and 
for all g e A2(rr) 
oo oo 
f g(t)r(dt, o~)=f g(t)y(t,o~)m(dt) (27) 
- -oo  - - co  
all equalities being in the mean square sense. 
Proof. It is clear from (25) that (26) defines a random measure Y on 
(R l, ~1) with rr of bounded variation on R 2. 
If we put 
co oo 
~(oJ) = f g(t)Y(dt,~) and ~7(~o) = f g(t)y(t, oo)m(dt) (28) 
- -~  - -oo  
it suffices to show that 
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We have 
6~[l ~: / 2] = ; f  g(t)g*(s)rr(dt , ,is) 
= ; f  g(t)g*(s)R~(t, s)m(at)m(ds), 
- -oo  
oo 
e[I ~ I S] = f f  g(t)g*(s)R~(t, s)m(dt)m(ds), 
- -oo  
oo 
g[~7~:*] : f g(t)°~[Y(t)~*]m(dt), 
- - co  
oo 
E[y(t)~*] = f g*(s)At(ds), 
- -09  
(30) 
(31) 
(32) 
(33) 
where the measure At on (R 1, N1) is defined by 
)tt(S ) = o~[y(t)Y*(S)] = f R~(t, s)m(ds) 
S 
for all S ~ ~1. It follows by (33) and (34) that 
oo 
= f e*(,)R.(t, ,)m(d,) 
and by (32) 
co  
e[~7~:* ] = f f g(t)g*(s)R~(t, s)m(dt)m(ds) = e[~:~*]. 
(34) 
(35) 
(36) 
The validity of (29) follows from (30), (31), and (36) and the proof is com- 
plete. Q.E.D. 
If the moving average representation in Theorem 4 is orthogonal, then the 
condition of bounded variation of r x is equivalent to the finiteness ofQx.  
If the second-order stochastic process x(t, oJ) has a moving average re- 
presentation and X has Radon-Nikodym derivative with respect to the 
Lebesgue measure the second-order stochastic process y(t, oJ), [dY/dm] = y, 
then 
oo 
x(t, oJ) = f f ( t  -- u)y(u, oJ)m(du). 
- -oo  
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In this case x(t, ~o) can be regarded as the output of a linear time invariant 
system with impulse response f and input the stochastic process y(t, w). 
Theorem 4 then implies that if y(t, o~) is integrable over R 1 in the mean 
square sense, i.e., if R~(t, s) is integrable over R ~, and f, F ~Ll(m ) then the 
output x(t, oJ) is a harmonizable stochastic process. In the following section 
a more general result is proven which includes time varying linear systems. 
5. LINEAR TIME VARYING SYSTEMS 
AND HARMONIZABLE STOCHASTIC PROCESSES 
Two kinds of linear time varying systems characterized by their impulse 
response h(t, "r), i.e., the response at time t to a unit impulse input at time % 
are considered in this section. Systems with h a deterministic function and 
systems with h a sample function of a stochastic process. 
Deterministic Linear Time Varying Systems 
Consider a linear time varying system with impulse response h(t, r). I f  the 
input process x is such that 
fh(t, u)h*(t, v)R~(u, v)m(du)m(dv) < oo for all t ~ R x, (37) 
--or 
then the output of the system is the second-order stochastic process y defined 
by 
oo 
f h(t, u)x(u, w)m(du) for all t ~ R 1. (38) y(t, ¢.0) 
11 --co 
It is apparent that a sufficient condition for the output of the system to be a 
stochastic process of second-order for all input processes x which have 
uniformly bounded autocorrelation functions 
[ R~(u, v)l ~ M < oo for all u, v ~ R 1 
is 
h(t, ") eLl(m) for all t e R 1. 
The wide sense stationary processes x belong to this class since 
[ R~(u, v)l = I R~(u -- v)l ~ Rxx(0) < oo for all u, v e R 1, 
and so do the harmonizable stochastic processes x, since 
] R~(u, v)F <~ [ rx [(R 2) < ov for all u, v e R 1. 
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The following theorem provides a set of sufficient conditions which imply 
the harmonizability of the output of a linear time varying system. 
THEOREM 5. Let h(t, .c) be the impulse response of a linear time varying 
system and x(t, ~o) be the input stochastic process. I f  h(', "r) is the Fourier trans- 
form of a function g(', "r) ~Ll(m ) for all 7 ~ R 1 and if g satisfies 
f ; f f  [g(-c, u)} Ig*(cr , v)][ R~(u, v)l m(du)m(dv)m(&)m(da) < c~ (39) 
then the output stochastic process is harmonizable. 
Proof. For all ~- ~ R 1 we have 
h(t, r) = 1 f~  _o~ g(s, "r) e its m(ds). (40) 
Hence (39) implies (37) and y(t, oJ) is well-defined by (38) in the stochastic 
mean. It follows by (39) that the random measure Y defined on (R 1, 8 I) by 
r ldY  1 
[dm-m ] (-r, ~o) -- ~-2~ Jf _  g(.r, u)x(u, oJ)m(du) (41) 
has r r  of finite variation on the entire plane R ~. For all S 1 , $2 ~ 81 
f g(r, u)g*(a, v)Rx~(u , v)m(dr)m(dcr)m(du)m(dv). 
- -oo  
(42) 
It is clear from (38), (40), (41) and the lemma that 
y(t, co) -~ e"  (% w)m(dr) = e 't" Y(dr, co) (43) 
in the stochastic mean sense and hence y is harmonizable. Q.E.D 
A sufficient condition for (39) to be satisfied for the class of input processes 
with uniformly bounded autocorrelation functions s clearly 
As an example, let 
g(s, r) ~ La(m × m). (44) 
h(t, ~-) = t~ + (o~ + 71 ~- l) ~ ~,/~ > O, 7>~0. 
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Then h(t, r) is the Fourier transform ofg(s, ~'): 
g(s, .r) = 42  e o~[S[ 
~N '~IsT[ 
and g satisfies (44). The condition (39) can be written in the form 
f e-BluI e-ely[ 
and the output of the system with impulse response h(t, ~-) to all input pro- 
cesses which satisfy this condition is a harmonizable stochastic process. In 
particular, if x is harmonizable with 
oo 
x(t, w) f e ira X(da, 03)7 
--oO 
then it follows by (41) that 
f ~-m (~' ~) -- (~ + rt • 1) e-~J,I -~  As + (~ + rl " I) ~ 
and the output y has the harmonizable r presentation (43) which can also be 
written in the form 
foo [fo fl @ YI "c I e -alTl+itr m(d~')] X(dA, w). 
y(t, w) = _~ _oo A2 "-~('fi~- ~1 ~" 1) 3 
This representation takes the following simple form in the particular case 
where 7 = O, i.e., h(t, -r) = (ae-~J~J/~a + #), 
2~ f X(dA,~) 
y(t, w) -- ~ 4_ t ~ _~ fl2+22 
Linear Randomly Time Varying Systems 
Let the impulse response of a linear time varying system be a sample 
function of a stochastic process of second order h(t, % w) with autocorrelation 
function Rhn(t, s; r, a). For all second-order input processes x(t, w) indepen- 
dent of h and such that 
oo 
f f Rhh(t, t; u, v)Rx~(u, v)m(du)m(dv) <
--vo 
for all t ~ R 1 (45) 
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the output of the system is the second-order stochastic process y defined by 
o5 
y(t, oJ) = f h(t, u, ~o)x(u, co)m(du). 
- -oo  
(46) 
A sufficient condition for (45) to hold for all input processes x with uniformly 
bounded autocorrelation functions is clearly Rhn(t , t; ", ') ~La(m × m) for all 
t e R 1. 
A set of sufficient conditions for the harmonizability of the output of a 
linear randomly time varying system is given in the following theorem. Its 
proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 5 and as such it is omitted. 
THEOREM 6. I f  the impulse response h(t, u, o~) of a linear randomly time 
varying system is the Fourier transform in the stochastic mean sense of a second- 
order stochastic process H(p, u, oJ), i.e., 
~o 
h(t, u, to) = ~ J (-oo H(p, u, oJ) e it° m(dp), (47) 
which is such that RHH(', "; U, U) ~ Lt(m × m) for all u ~ R 1 and 
ffff R  ( , u, v)l v)l m(dr)m(d(7)m(du)m(dv) < oo (48) 
- -oo  
and if the input x is independent 
y(t, o~) is harmonizable. 
We have 
of h, then the output stochastic process 
y(t, co) = e i'° Y(dp, w) = e i~" ~ (p, ,o)m(dp), < ~ (49) 
- -oo  ~o0 
where 
dY 1 f~o [~]  (p, oJ) -- H(p, u, oJ)x(u, oo)m(du). (50) 
A sufficient condition for (48) to hold for all input processes x with uni- 
formly bounded autocorrelation functions is clearly RHH 6Lx(m4). 
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